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Talks. We look forward to connecting with you online!

As "pause" in our daily lives, and our Facebook
As

Discussion, Wednesday, March 17

McElvany Coonce, "Vivaldi Concert"

The Show Must Go On

Underground Arlington. Jessica is an Arlington Artists Alliance member and has shown her work at a recent exhibition, which was juried by Jessica Mickey, Arlington artist and former co-director of Gallery 38. The secretary of the competition, Keyonna Jones, said, "It was a pleasure to see the diversity of the artists' work." In addition to the Vosler Young Artists' Studio, MPA's summer offerings include a new series called "The Georgetowner: Case Studies in New Urbanism". The sessions will explore civic empowerment through the artistic activation of public space. MPA welcomes sponsorships for ArtSprings! at this time. Individual tickets will be made available through the McLean Community Center and Digital Art Exploring the Tension Between Physical and Digital Art

For our younger artists, our spring lineup includes two Abrakadoodle options: Freedom of Watercolor (Online) with Barbara Januszkiewicz: Students will explore aesthetic principles as they relate to art history, the elements of design in nature, techniques such as value, color temperature, composition, and transition. Step-by-step instructions will walk students through the entire process of a painting. Classes meet Mondays from 10am-12pm beginning 4/26. Come and learn figure painting in oils, with Tracy Vosler: This class takes students from pulp to board, engaging with templates, observational drawing, and composition, balance and design. The emphasis is on mastering the techniques of traditional oil painting on panel. Classes meet Wednesdays from 10am-12:30pm beginning 3/24. 

In addition to the Vosler Young Artists' Studio, MPA's summer offerings include a new series called "The Georgetowner: Case Studies in New Urbanism". The sessions will explore civic empowerment through the artistic activation of public space. MPA welcomes sponsorships for ArtSprings! at this time. Individual tickets will be made available through the McLean Community Center and Digital Art Exploring the Tension Between Physical and Digital Art

Talent is nice to have but not necessary to become an artist. Dedication and long-term commitment is really what determines how successful an artist will become."